DER BUS
We want to introduce - "DER BUS"
What you can see here, is the world largest luxury
mobile home, registered in the Guiness Book of
Records.
"Der Bus" is a unique rarity and has been descriped
and explained in several books and publications.
Our research has shown that this vehicle is the only
kind of its species.

unique
A luxury oasis
The coach has been renovated and changed into "Der Bus" in several
years of fine work (more than 20.000 working hours of German secialists).
Therefore the whole vehicle was completely disassembled and totally
renewed and covered with sheet metal.
In the upper deck a bedroom, a living room, a kitchen with a dining area,
a guest berth and a bathroom are situated. In the lower deck next to the
driver and eight passenger seats, a multifunctional conference area and
an exklusive reception and bar are situated. The rear part is used as a
garage and material storage room.

And much more...
"Der Bus" offers you additional accessories
which make travelling more comfortable and
exciting there is a roof platform (17 metres by 2 metres),
an exterior ligthning system a sun-sail in the
size of 220 m², a huge video protection screen
(9 metres by 5 metres), a projection installation
for all current systems and a sound system and
show lighting installation.

DER BUS
Definitly the largest - these numbers show it
double-deck articulated coach manufactured by Neoplan
Type: Jumbocruiser N138
Length: 18 metres
Heigth: 4 metres
Width: 2,5 metres
Total weight: 28 tons
Turning circle: 24 metres by means of a guided trailing axle
Serial number 1
12 cylinder V-type engine (Mercedes Benz)
440 Horsepower and 20910 ccm of the engine

The bus offers you a lot of advantages
and possibilities.
The bus is made not only for travelling,
but also for inviting guests, giving
galas, making shows and presentations.
Under the huge sunsail you can receive
guests and on the large video wall you
can present videos, photos and much
more.
You can also use it for falconry - on the
roof is a large terrace, which is an
excellent vantage point.
"Der Bus" combines adventure, luxury
and cosiness! Enjoy the ride!

rarity
"Der Bus" is a second home, a oasis of luxury and joy!
On the next view pages you will get
a short overview of the rooms inside
the vehicle.
- the passenger area
- VIP-lounge and bar
- bedroom
- living-room
- kitchen and dining area
- live ring
- guest berth
- bathroom
- storage room - garage
and
- the engine room
You won`t miss anything!

DER BUS
Only the best - in all areas
The passenger area is located in the front
section and consits of a driver seat and 8
pleasant seats covered with black and yellow
leather.
The entire instrument panel has been renewed
and generously covered with a root timber
laminate.

Next to the passenger area
there is a VIP-lounge equipped
with a bar of 5 metres length,
top containers and black genuine
timber blinds.
This was manufactured using
different noble material like root
timber, stainless steel, aluminium,
artificial stone, mirror.
It offers running water, a
refrigerator, sound and video
projection set, pc-working
place and a central control
unit for the alarm and energy
systems.

The setup and the furniture can be changed
into your personal needs!
Opposite there is a comfortable
couch made of the same leather
as the passenger seats. All windows
are framed with root timber and
can be closed with integrated curtains.
The walls are made of white leather
combined with aluminium. The floor
is covered with structural genuine
timber.
On the ceiling root timber elements
have been assembeld which were
provided with chromium-plated low
voltage ligthing devices.

DER BUS
A palace on wheels - enjoy the ride!

The first bedroom is located in the
upper deck front section. It is equipped
with an electric adjustable bed (to level
the bed).
The bed room is limited by swinging
doors and contains two sideboards
and an upper wardrobe decorated
with off-white plates, framed, black
oak edges and profiles.

You can find the living roomin the middle of the upper deck next to the bedroom.
It is equipped with two special conceived designer couches made of yellow fabric
and black leather on stainless
steel feet.

The walls are covered with
off-white plates and the floor
with grey carpets.

The special kitchen is located next to the living room and is manufactured in massive
timber with blue and black and stainless steel resopal surfaces. The working plate is
made of white grey artificial stone. It contains the refigerator, the stove, the microwave
oven and baking oven, dish washer and of course running water.
Moreover the air conditioning device and an alarm unit were integrated. In the dining
area there is a table made of artificial stone and stainless steel with the corresponding
chrome seats.

Next to the dining area there is
also the front access to the upper
deck.
The walls are framed with blue
and stainless steel resopal with
polished aluminium profiles. The
floor is covered with siliceous
resin design aluminium.

special

DER BUS
A new way of luxury travelling
The live ring is located in the upper deck
and links by means of articulation the
front tractive machine and the rear part
of the vehicle.
It is equipped with two round benches
made of black leather and concertina
walls made of grey velour.
On both sides the front tractive machine
and the rear part can be separated with
an integrated curtain.

The guest berth is located in
the rear part of the vehicle in
the upper deck.
It is equipped with a chaise
lounge, a folding bed (2 metres
by 2 metres) with black and
off-white patterned fabric.
Floor and walls are covered
with grey and off-white carpets.

You find the wonderful bathroom
in the rear part of the vehicle`s
upper deck on the left side next
to the guest berth.
The bathroom is completely
tiled, the walls with white and
black borders and the floor in
black diagonal.
Integrated are: A large shower,
a wash basin made of black
and yellow laminate with chrome
fittings and a ceramic toilette.
The bathroom can be closed
with an integrated sliding door.
Opposite to the bathroom there
is the back access, leading into
the rear part of the lower deck.

DER BUS
Everthing you want - needful things!
The storage room, which is completely covered with aluminium checker plates is
located in the rear part of the lower deck. It contains a refrigerator, boiler, wash basin,
working place, storage room, and a loading platform for a
small vehicle, perhaps a Smart.
Besides the loading platform there are also two regular
entrances into the rear part of the bus.
The engine room is the heart of the entire supply system
and technology is installed in this room, for expample the
generator, transformer charging combination, batteries,
vehicle batteries,vehicle supplementary and heating
system.

More impressions...

A luxury oasis - "Der Bus"

